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+14122645100 - https://www.mikeandtonysgyros.com/

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Mike Tony's Gyros from Moon. Currently, there are 18
menus and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Mike Tony's Gyros:
he had both the traditional gyro and the schawarma circle. both were very delicious. the cried were on the wound
pain side, but since we came for the circus I largely ignored them. our meal was interrupted by an overwhelming,
falling drunk for whom the personal apologised when he did not recognize his condition. that is not distractable

from the otherwise pleasant lunch we had read more. In nice weather you can even have something in the
outdoor area. What User doesn't like about Mike Tony's Gyros:

my workstation always commands from here and normally it is a solid 3-4 out of 5 stars for me. but this occasion
seems it, whoever cooked, did not cook my food properly. the whole burger is quite raw. read more. scrumptious
Greek menus like Gyros, Souvlaki and Seafood with sides like rice, feta cheese salad, Pita bread and Tzatziki
can be provided to you at Mike Tony's Gyros in Moon, Furthermore, the drinks list in this restaurant is impressive
and offers a good and comprehensive diversity of beers from the area and from worldwide, which are definitely

worth a try. When you're not so ravenous, you can just treat yourself to one of the fine sandwiches, a small salad
or another snack, Of course, you also have to try the fine burgers, that come with sides like fries, salads, or

wedges offered.
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Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Vegetaria� dishe�
PITA

Gyr�
GYROS

Drink�
DRINKS

Marke� Fres� Sandwiche�
REUBEN
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BAR

AMERICAN
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